A. P. Walsh
and
Sam Hammond

Thanks to Gerrit Nijssen
Gerrit Nijssen and Bradley Ross were charter
members of the MIT Watch Club that met monthly
for many years at the MIT Faculty Club. I was a
latecomer to the group in the 1980’s.
Bradley Ross and I had a special liking for A. P. Walsh
chronometers, which was shared by Gerrit.
Gerrit was a prolific writer who produced this
article for the NAWCC Bulletin based on his research
into the topic and examples from Brad’s collection.
Several of the watches shown here are also
described in Gerrit’s article and were purchased
from Brad’s estate.

Watch
Listing from
Nijssen
Article
In presentation

•
•
•

36 Watches with serial
numbers
5 without numbers
23 with date from HM.

A. P. Walsh for
Parkinson & Frodsham
Gerrit Nijssen gathered the data in this
table from Mercer’s book The Frodshams
ppg 248 – 252.
The Parkinson and Frodsham workbook
uses several different notations for Walsh
to designate various amounts of Walsh
contribution to the piece. In particular
many have the entry W-H which I take to
mean Walsh supplied his duo in uno
hairspring for the watch.
It is likely that Walsh supplied at least as
many watches to Hammond as to
Parkinson & Frodsham.
4608 is an example in the British museum
rather than in the single surviving
Parkinson and Frodsham workbook.
Another incomplete example 5483 is also
in the British Museum study collection but
not listed here.

Cooper Duplex from 1840’s or Possibly Earlier
• T. F. Cooper was prominent among the London makers who had a substantial export trade to
North America.

• Cooper achieved quite a bit of notoriety when it was reported in the press that a ship on the
Liverpool to New York crossing had lost its chronometer in a storm and the captain had brought
the ship into safe harbor in New York using only his Cooper Duplex watch.
• Cooper’s reputation as an apprentice master was such that he was able to charge a substantial
premium over the going rate for apprentices and actually advertised the same.

Walsh Training
• Walsh was born in in Ireland in 1816* and was apprenticed to T. F. Cooper at the
advanced age of 17 in 1833. (Apprenticeships typically begin at age 14.)
• In 1838 Walsh received the silver “Isis” medal from the Royal Society of Arts for
an advancement in remontoirs. The current RSA on-line Archive does not record
that award or, for that matter any in the practical arts. The next slide shows the
answer to this puzzle.
• In any case it is likely his apprenticeship was much shorter than 7 years.
• He also worked with E. D. Johnson, another supplier of high grade watches to the
American market during this time.
• He first worked as a finisher but from 1858 to 1863 he was supplying preformed
hairsprings to the trade using a manufacturing process of his own design, at 46
Wilmington Square in Clerkenwell.
• There is at least one watch by Walsh and Oliphant with the address Firth St. in
Soho. Robert Oliphant was an established tool and materials dealer.
*Gerrit gives 1815 for Walsh’s birth, but David Bucken gives 1816 as the last of 8 children born to Frederick and Harriet Walsh.

Walsh’s Coming Out Party
RSA Rewards in the Practical Arts
Walsh would have been 21 or 22 years old when
he received the Isis Silver Medal from the RSA.
Since he was 17 when he entered his
apprenticeship with Cooper, he had likely
completed his work in much less than the
customary 7 years.
The subject of the prize is called a remontoire
escapement, which may imply action directly on
the escape wheel as in Mudge’s Constant Force
escapement.
Walsh received the reward shortly after Sam Hammond’s
first trip to England where he undoubtedly visited Cooper
and almost certainly met Walsh in person. Hammond was
three years older than Walsh. Their relationship lasted until
Walsh’ death in 1897 at the age of 83.

A. P. Walsh Pocket Chronometer
with Raised Barrel Cover
Examples with raised barrel cover
are much less common than the
standard flat plate design.
Even though it is engraved No. 1864
the number could be a date instead
or a serial number.
It is very similar to the Walsh and
Oliphant No. 183 watch movement
that is dated to 1856 from the
address of the short lived firm
shown on the watch. Walsh
221,which also has a raised barrel is
dated to 1857 by its hallmark.
The other three known examples all
have Sam Hammond dials.

A.P. Walsh sn 200 S. Hammond & Co. Dial
American Case Mark
This watch has an
early 3 digit number
and some differences
in design from the
later pieces.
Only the escapement
and the escape wheel
are jeweled. The
detent appears to be
bronze.
The single American
mark may be
emulating the London
mark for 1854/1855
which would be
appropriate for the
style and serial
number.

Walsh Chronometer No. 281
Internal details of Walsh
pocket chronometer
courtesy of John Wilson.

Early Walsh Lever in “Quaint” Recase

Walsh Chronometer
311

• The Duo in Uno hairspring and the “collar” mounted detent stop are
the most distinctive elements of the Walsh chronometer design.
• This design remained essentially unchanged for over 50 years of
production by Walsh.
• Hammond was a major client for this design for the entire period.

Stem Winding on Walsh 311
Walsh 311 is fitted with a stemwind mechanism that uses an unusual 3 position
lever.
When the case is closed the crown turns freely.
When the bezel is open the crown winds the mainspring.
When the lever is pushed toward the pendant the hands may be set.
The case may be a later replacement for a lost case or the case might have been
configured differently when the movement was originally made as a key wound
watch.
The case and movement appear to have been jointed in the front but that is no
longer true since it could not work with the winding stem location.
The case is also hallmarked with a U for Chester 1838. A Chester case is unusual
for a London maker and this is roughly when Walsh had just finished his
apprenticeship and been awarded the Silver Isis Medal. Perhaps the case was
saved from a prior project and used rather later. (Or maybe an enterprising seller
had the movement fitted to an existing case 20 or 30 years ago.)
Walsh 312 on the next slide is very similar but a keywind without
modification. It is in a later display case so does not furnish any date
information.

Walsh Chronometer
No. 312
Chronometer 312 is
essentially the same
watch as 311 but has not
been fitted with keyless
winding as has 311.
Neither watch is in a
case with a trustworthy
hallmark although 311
does have the English
hallmark for Chester
1838.

Parkinson & Frodsham
submitted two watches for
the Geneva competition
which identified Walsh as
the adjuster. Watch #6000
would have been made for
them by Walsh. It was a
lever with duo in uno
hairspring. With 147 total
points, it tied for the
second highest score.
Walsh also adjusted a
spring detent with a flat
hairspring which got
honorable mention.
Note that Paul Nardin
received a special award
since his submission with
218 points far outpaced all
the others.

There were over 70
entries, of which 15
received awards.

Walsh as Adjuster at 1876 Open Geneva Trials.

A. P. Walsh Watches for the General Trade
0 size 19J ladies movement with going barrel sn 2027
14 size 15J (caps on pallet and scape) Breguet HS
fusee lever sn 2083 in original silver hinged back case
Joseph Walton & Co. London hm 1881/82

Bradley Ross’ Walsh Wristwatch
Bradley Ross admired the wristwatch shown below that Rolland
Fischer made for me from a loose American Watch Co. grade 00 size
movement.
He purchased this small ladies movement 2027, with the intent of
making it into a wristwatch. It is now in Germany having a custom
case made as shown in the sketch.

City Directories – A Long Term Relationship
• Arthur Paul Walsh, 5 George St, Euston Road,
N.W. London. Kelly's Directory of the Watch
& Clock Trades 1880
• 1836 to 1854 Benedict & Hammond 44
Mercantile Exchange c. Wall.
• 1857 Hammond, Samuel Watchmaker 44
Mercantile Exch. H. 17 Wyckoff, Brooklyn
• 1906 Samuel Hammond & Co. 71 Wall
• 1915, 1917 Hammond & Co. 48 Wall*
*Sam Hammond died in November 1907 at the age of 94.
He was active in the trade from before 1836 to 1907.
Walsh died in 1893 at the age of 82. He had finished his
apprenticeship before 1837. He may have started his
apprenticeship in 1833 at age 17.

When you need to make a deal Travel
120 First Class Passengers – 1,410 in Steerage (Irish immigrants)

New York arrivals manifest

Wall Street’s View
of Sam Hammond

A watch
from
Hammond’s
shop at the
time of this
story.
Walsh 200

Going barrel keyless levers
Marked Sam Hammond & Co.
On Dial & Movement
Note these movements are free sprung.
The winding indicator is a much more
involved addition to a going barrel than to
a fusee and is omitted

1737

1593

A. P. Walsh Lever 1792
Keyless fusee Free Sprung Lever with Breguet hairspring.
The lever was performing as well as or better than the chronometer in timing
trials at this time.
Apart from the signature this watch is likely the same as Parkinson & Frodsham
6000 in a previous slide. (It also provides a high confidence date of 1877/78)

Edward
Matthews
hm 1877/78

Walsh Chronometer 2036 hm London 1913/1914
Casemaker William Bullock
of Coventry.
19J with a very late hm date
and dial unsigned. It was
likely in stock for a long
time.
The hallmark is 20 years
after A. P. Walsh died.

SamL Hammond & Co. Swiss Import

High grade 14K case, Swiss lever watch with wolf’s
tooth winding , recessed hub escape wheel and 16
or 17 jewels.
Presented to A. A. Quimby St. Cloud from the
Presbyterian Church and Sunday School East Orange
New Jersey, Christmas 1877 - 1902

Vacheron & Constantin for Sam L Hammond & Co

Nicole Nielsen 6275
Chronograph with Regulator Dial

Product of Tiffany
Factory ca 1880
Watch with unusual form of Wilmot’s
Patent with rod fixture to reduce
amplitude with watch in the dial up
position.

Conclusions?
Arthur Paul Walsh appears to have been a lone worker without staff or apprentices.
He never married and had no one to follow him in the business.
He was however, almost without parallel in his personal skills and ingenuity. He was
very well thought of in the English watchmaking community and was one of the
judges on several prize awards including the award to Grossman for his essay on
the lever.
His long term relationship and friendship with Hammond provided a steady stream
of income for him and secured his place in the heart of his American friends that
continues to today.
Sam Hammond never founded a large chain of stores or had ambitions much
beyond his shop on Wall Street. His reliability secured for him a place of honor
among the Wall Street traders.
His business continued for many years after his death and was likely part of the
establishment of modern timekeeping to govern transactions on the New York
Stock Exchange.

